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Payout Features for Clubs 10/01/2011 - Tags: Tournament Management
The Club Edition of BlueGolf's tournament services has been enhanced to enable the Awarding of Purses.
Highlights include:
Setup Purse payouts based on percentage or dollar amount. Specify the # of places to award money to.
Setup and award a separate purse for each contest.
Copy purses from other tournaments.
Specify how to handle ties.
Award money after each event in just a few clicks.
Proper splitting of money is automatically calculated for ties (based on your settings).
Optional support is provided for only awarding money to a player from one contest. i.e. No "double dipping".
The Purse section can be included on the Tournament Information Page (TIP).
Awarded money can be displayed on the Results site.
Support is provided for awarding to both individuals and teams.
Clear previously awarded purses.

Customize Purse
Setup the tournament purse before the event. Purse settings enables setup of number of places that will be paid out.
Winnings can be entered for each place by 'Amount' or by 'Percentage.'

By Amount

By Percentage
Percentage based setup will require to enter the total purse amount and then specify the percentage breakdown for each spot.

Purse for Each Contest
A custom purse can be created for each contest. This enables setup of a purse for different divisions, genders or age groups independent of each other.

The setup of each purse can be edited after it is created.

Team Purses
Purse Setup and Winnings can be awarded for team contests. All players on the team receive the amount entered for each team.

Copy Purses from Other Tournaments
Save time by setting up one purse and then copying it to other tournaments or contests that have an identical purse setup.

Handling Ties
Specify how the system should handle ties. 'Prorated' sums the money of all tied players and multiplies it by the number of tied players. 'Highest' provides each
player with the pre-specified amount for that place, however this is generally not advised for a fixed purse as the amount awarded would exceed the total purse.

For example, if there is a two-way tie for 3rd place and the pre-specified payouts are as follows:
3rd Place - $60
4th Place - $40
In a 'Prorated' setup, the sum of the money for the tied players is taken ($100) and divided by the number of players (2). Each player would then receive $50. This is
how the PGA TOUR handles ties when awarding their purse.

Easy Awarding of Purse
Purses for each of your tournament contests can be awarded in just a couple of clicks after the completion of play.

Winnings are automatically calculated based on your pre-tournament setup, including the proper handling of ties.

Multiple Contest Awarding Support
Many times a player will be competing in more than one contest within a tournament. For example, a player would compete in both the Gross and Net contests or a
Senior player would compete in a Senior and Overall contest. In many cases such players are prohibited from winning money in both contests.
Full support is provided for this scenario in which you can award multiple contests at once. A player who is set to win money in more than one of the multiple contests
you specify will not receive the winnings for whichever of those contests is paying out the least. The money would then move to the next player(s) on the list. In
cases where the money is equal in both contests, the system will award to the contest that you specify has priority.
In this example four players have finished "in the money" in both the Gross and Net contests (Blake Bertrand, Larry Chopin, Korbin Khuen and Jane Anderson). As
such the system has automatically removed each player's lesser winnings and awarded that money to the next player(s) on the list in that particular contest.
Blake Bertrand would have won $125 in the Net contest but his $250 winnings in the Gross takes precedence, with the next player on the Net list receiving his 2nd
place money.

Optional Display of Purse & Winnings
You can choose to display your purse info on the Tournament Information Page (TIP) for your event by adding the 'Purse' section to the TIP layout.

Likewise, you can choose to display the awarded winnings on the tournament's result site.

Clear Purse Awards
Any of your awarded contests can be cleared and re-awarded if winnings need to be re-calculated for any reason.
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